Activity
Key:
Seeds
Saplings
Trees

Ten in the bed
Due the various abilities
of our children we have
graded some of the
activities into different
levels.
Your child may access
different levels
depending on the
activity as well as their
ability.

Contact schools@cdssgroup.org.uk
details:
All Education Advocates access
this email.
Sarah Larkin (Cheshire West)
Becky Harris (Cheshire West)
Yvonne Edwardson (Cheshire
East)

Brief description of Activity
Today’s activity is a story by Penny Dale called Ten in the
Bed. Please click the link below to hear it. It is narrated
and signed by Rob Delaney and we have included the
Makaton Charity’s attachment to the story too.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozWLB8ZPLF4

Resources needed
Ten toys
Numicon 1-10
Numbers written on paper or use paper attachment
Activity - Seeds
Activity
Make this story come to life by helping your child to pick out 10 of their favourite
toys or teddies and line them up on the floor or in the bed. Draw numerals 1-10
beneath each toy. If you have Numicon, you can place a Numicon frame, 1 to 10
beside each numeral too, or you could use the paper Numicon templates attached.
Count the toys with your child.
Sing the song 10 in a bed together and when one falls out, encourage your child to
roll their teddy or toy out of the bed and take the corresponding numeral and
Numicon away. Recount the toys each time one ‘falls out’ using the numerals as a
visual prompt.
Activity – Saplings and Trees
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A video of Aidan demonstrating this activity is attached but in case it is not in a
format you can open, here are the instructions.
You will need some post it notes or alternatively you can use squares of paper and
blutac.

Write the numbers 1 -10 on separate post it notes or
square of paper.
This activity is to order the numbers 1-10 but you can do
anything you may be working on such as order the
alphabet, months of the year, your child’s name, counting
in 2’s or 10’s etc.
Stick the post it notes randomly onto a window or door then
move them to the correct order.
Numbers can go up or down. Race to see if you can get
faster.

Attachments
10 in the bed Makaton signs
Link to CBeebies bedtime stories Rob Delaney signing ‘Ten in a bed’ by Penny
dale
Video of Aidan.
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